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    Shopfitting for success.

    Welcome to AICHINGER.

  






  

    

              
          

                          
                What Aichinger stands for
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                      Quality

          
          Quality without compromises. In all fields.
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                      Design

          
          Outstanding design. As individual as our customers.
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                      Innovation

          
          Continuous innovation. We are forward thinkers.
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                      Service

          
          Comprehensive service. We are there for you.




        
      
          

  






  






  

    
      
              

      
                  Only AICHINGER is this transparent
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        Find out for yourself

        
      
      
        
          We are the first and only provider to put the measurement values of our SIRIUS®3 refrigerated counter online – and have done so since 2013. See all the measurement data now.

To the live measurement data

        

      

              
                  
          
  






                  
      
    

    






  

          

        
                      
              
  
    Jobs  

  Careers at Aichinger



  We know it: our employees’ expertise and passion are decisive for our customers’ success. That is why we offer our confidence and esteem to our valued team, any why they can expect to receive attractive benefits. Sounds good? We look forward to your application.
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              Our references
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                Bakery

                Bäckerei Wörmann, Dachau

                                View details
              
            
            
              
                View details
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                Butcher

                Butchery Günther, Hamburg

                                View details
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                Retail

                E-Center Paschmann, Mülheim an der Ruhr

                                View details
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                Fresh-Food

                Anleitner Erlebnis.Brennerei, Bad Kötzting

                                View details
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              More references

              Discover more food experiences

              To the reference overview
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  Stainless steel furniture



  Tailor-made solutions in stainless steel


            
                      
              

  Lighting and illumination expertise



  The perfect backdrop for your retail space


            
                      
              

  Latest news



  AICHINGER SIRIUS® ECOplus: high presentation quality with sliding glass elements
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                  Are you interested in getting together for success?

                
                
                  No matter what shopfitting challenges you face, we have the perfect solution for you. Find out more about our expertise and our projects, products and services. Get in touch with our team using the contact form below. We will find the right person to answer your query and get back to you.

                
              
            
          
          
            
              
                
                  
                    Many thanks for your query. We will be in touch.                  

                  
                    An error occurred. Please try again later.                  

                  Create new query
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                        * Aktions-Angebot                      
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                  * Upload
                  
                    
                      Choose file                      
                    
                    Drop file
                  

                  
                    For better processing of your request, please upload images or documents (PDF, JPG or PNG, maximum 30MB).

                    	{{ file }}


                    Please reduce the file size to a maximum of 30MB.

                  

                


                
                  
                    
                      * In possession of professional liability insurance                      
                    
                    
                      * You consent hereby to the processing of your data to handle your request. You can find further information and instructions for withdrawal of consent in the data protection declaration.


                    
                  

                  
                    
                      Request contact                    
                    Please fill out all fields.
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      Direct contact with us:

    

  

  
    
      +49 9129 406 0

24-h-Service Hotline: +49 9129 406 -222

info@aichinger.de
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